Abstract. This paper shows how to design Multivariable Model Reference Adaptive Control System (MRACS) for "Tokyo University discrete-time engine model" proposed by Yasuda et al (2014) . This controller configuration has the structure of "Feedback error learning (FEL)" and adaptive law is based on kernel method. Simulation results indicate that "kernelized" adaptive controllers can improve the tracking performance, the speed of convergence and the robustness to disturbances.
Introduction
In diesel engine, the usage of common rail system, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), and supercharger technology in combustion system allows diesel engine to achieve balance in thermal efficiency and environmental performance (soot emission and engine noise). Combustion system in diesel engine is a complex system which takes consideration of mechanical, thermal, fluid, chemical process and reaction. Calculation regarding those processes is performed by onboard computer known as Engine Control Unit (ECU). With the global spread of diesel engine recently, control system that built upon mathematical model of combustion process is actively researched.
In this paper, the proposed control configuration is 2-Degree of Freedom control system called Feedback Error Learning (FEL) [7] [8] . The focus is designing Feedforward (FF) controller based on inverse model the plant. There are 5 type of algorithm proposed in controller design.
(Algorithm I) Adaptive FF controller designed from linearized plant model. (Algorithm II) Adaptive parameter in algorithm I is sensitive to disturbance. To increase robustoness, dead zone band is introduced to controller on top of adaptive controller.
(Algorithm III) Since the plant is nonlinear, it is not possible to obtain perfect inverse model. Therefore, kernel method is used to model non-linear elements in FF controller.
(Algorithm IV) Similar to algorithm I, dead zone band also applied to algorithm III to increase robsutness.
(Algorithm V) Algorithm III and IV uses kernel trick to model system nonlinearity, in algorithm V neural network is used to model the nonlinearity and inverse plant.
Algorithms above will be applied to discrete-time onboard combustion model of diesel engine by Tokyo University (Yasuda et. al . [1] [2] [3] ). Algorithm III and IV is expected to perform well against disturbance, owing to Kernel method nonlinear modeling capability and robustness to disturbances. The effect of including dead zone method can be observed in algorithm II and IV.
The objective of this paper is to propose an advanced control system. Especially, control system that capable of updating its parameter when experimented or applied in real life.
Generally, linear FEL controller shows good reference tracking performance when used against linear system. However, when used against nonlinear system the performance deteriorated [4] . This reduced performance is caused by imperfect linearization of nonlinear model. By using Adaptive control to the FEL controller, the tracking performance on nonlinear system is improved. However, adaptive FEL controller is sensitive to disturbance, making convergence time a bit of an issue. To address this issue, FEL is expanded using Kernel method [11] . To improve both convergence time and tracking capability, 5 algorithms stated before is designed, simulated and compared in this paper.
Tokyo University Discrete-Time Engine Model
Onboard fuel combustion model proposed by Yasuda et.al [1] [2] (referred as Tokyo University Model from now) is discrete-time combustion model diesel engine. In Tokyo University Model, one engine cycle is divided into several discrete points (i.e. intake, compression, etc.) in order to obtain minimum information needed to do predictive control of combustion. The combustion model used from here on is single injection model. The discretization point of one engine cycle is shown in figure 1 , while table shows inputs, outputs, and state variables of combustion model. ). For simplicity, external EGR rate input in this paper is fixed to 30% value. 
Function 1 , ⋯ , 5 can be derived by using volume, pressure, and temperature calculated in each linearization point in engine cycle. By linearizing around a reference point, the following system is obtained.
Equation above can also be expressed as +1 = + , = + with , , , and are constant matrixes with appropriate dimensions. The discrete-time system is not obtained by sampling real-time system with certain interval, but an event-based discrete time system with 3 input (fuel injection quantity, fuel injection timing, boost pressure), 3 output (load, peak pressure, peak pressure timing), and 2 state variables (residual gas temperature, mole of residual gas). Assuming symmetrical matrix exist with det ≠ 0, then the equation (3) and (4) have the same nonlinear structure as equation (1) and (2) .
Feedthrough term might cause some causality problem with feedback. To avoid this, the input side is expanded to include one-step delay as below:
The parameter is set ≔ 0.16. By substituting the expansion term above, the system can be rewritten as equation below.
On equation (6), the input term previously is now replaced by .
Feedback Error Learning
Feedback Error Learning (FEL) was originally proposed as learning mechanism imitating motoric control on living organism (Kawato et. al. [7] [8] ). In living organism, inverse model of motor system is computed adaptively in cerebellum, which leads to a fast and smooth feedforward control of motor system. FEL is a 2-Degree of Freedom control system with the good tracking capability of feedforward control and disturbance suppression of feedback (FB) control. Configuration of FEL controller is shown in figure 2. is reference tracking model from reference input r to output y and is disturbance model from disturbance d to output y, FF controller and FB controller is 2 and 1 respectively, theoretically, both controller can be designed as followed.
When is close to zero, it is necessary to suppress the disturbance. However, it will result in high gain on feedback controller. On the other hand, to make sure term tracks the reference input, the FF controller gain in lower frequency band need to be increased. Engine control algorithm with structure as shown in figure 2 then proposed.
FEL Engine Control
Generally, with only FEL configuration, steady state error will always present due to linearization. Thus, the controller needs to be expanded into its adaptive form. The adaptive form is designed using the concept presents in [9] and [10] . Using equation (6) as base equation, the relationship of inputoutput of the system can be rewritten into equation below.
The polynomial matrixes A and B are as stated below.
Since 0 is non-singular matrix (det 0 ≠ 0), equation (8) can be rewritten to equation below.
With as expected output value, FB controller 1 ( ) = , and output error is formulated as : = − , , the FB controller output , can be derived as shown in equation (10) . Parameter of FF controller will be adjusted to make , close to zero, will be adjusted.
Θ is constant matrix and the signal vector is defined as below. and Γ > 0 then using the following adaptive control law and parameter update law, the output error will asymptotically close to zero.
(Algorithm I)
Parameter Update Law: 
The adaptive law which utilizes dead zone is formulated as shown below.
Dead zone width is chosen by observing prior simulation. Ideally, in linear system represented by equation (3) and (4) with ( ) as FF controller or inverse model of system, then statement below is true.
Then to obtain the initial condition of FF controller ( ), can be calculated by formula below.
Inverse model of the system −1 ( ), can be calculated as shown below. 
Kernel-based FEL Engine Control
In predictive control configuration such as adaptive control and machine learning, overtraining and overfitting might occur. In the previous section, it is stated that error caused by linear approximation based on equation (8) can be reduced by parameter adjustment. In this section, Kernel-based Adaptive FEL will be derived without applying direct linearization on equation (1) and (2) . The method of derivation is based on Kernel Multivariable Analysis in [11] . Nonlinear state space representation of equation (1) and (2) can be rewritten into input-output relationship as below.
Taking equation (3) into account then, equation (15) could be rewritten into equation below. 
With ( ) = −1 ( ) , and nonlinear function ( ), ( ) is kernel representation of equation (17).
Where: Parameter Update Law:
Adaptive gain Γ need to satisfy both Γ > 0 , and equation below.
Equation (22) is corresponding to adaptive FEL equation (11) .
(Algorithm IV) In this algorithm, dead zone method is included in the parameter update law. Equation (21) then can be replaced with equation below.
Dead zone width is the same as the one used in adaptive FEL in previous section.
Neural Network FF Controller
To control nonlinear plant used in this paper, FEL controller is using Kernel trick to model the nonlinearity. However, choosing the appropriate kernel function is quite a problem. In this section, as an alternative neural network is used to approximate the nonlinear function of the plant. The neural network structure used here is consisted of 3 layers; input, hidden, and output layer, as shown in figure  4 .
(Algorithm V)
Control law:
Output layer ( ℓ = 1, 2, 3) : 
Simulation
The plant used in simulation is represented by nonlinear model in equation (1) Table 2 shows the summary of simulation done in this section. (2) (at system output). Dead zone band is set at 0 = 0.01.
In figure 5 and 6 are shown system output when no disturbance and with disturbance respectively when controlled by Algorithm 1. Figure 8 and 9 shows the system output from algorithm II, with no and with disturbance respectively. By comparing results in figure 6 and 9, it can be seen that dead zone method increase robustness of the system. Figure 10 and 11, shows the result of algorithm III without and with disturbance respectively. Figure 13 and 14, shows the result of algorithm IV, also without and with disturbance respectively. figure 6 it can be seen that despite disturbed by noise, the controller manage to control plant output. Figure 7 shows the changes in adaptive parameter of FF controller. By comparing figure 5 and figure 8, dead band have no effect when disturbance is not present in the system. When disturbances present, dead zone suppress the parameter changes.
Difference between standard FEL controller and Kernel based FEL controller can be seen by comparing figure 5 and figure 10 . Kernel based controller will have slight violent oscillation around the first step signal, but followed by faster transient response. figure 14 and figure 15 , the effect of dead zone suppressing parameter changes in controller can be seen.
The result of algorithm V which is using neural network to model inverse plant of the model can be seen in figure 16 and 17. The neural network controlled plant had good tracking capabilities even at the first step of the signal when compared to algorithm I~IV. This is assuming the neural network is already well trained by offline training prior to simulation. Neural network in algorithm V have 108 weight and bias parameters in total. Among all 108, 4 are chosen and shown in figure 18. When disturbance are applied, the weight is changed albeit slightly, showing that learning abilities through disturbance.
FB controller in this paper is set as fixed gain, but to increase robustness against stochastic disturbance, expansion toward dynamic FB controller is needed.
Summary
FEL Controller design is applied to onboard diesel combustion Model by Yasuda et.al.
[1] [2] In this paper there are 5 types of algorithm used as FF controller design. The existence of FB controller is used to adjust FF controller parameter by multiplying it with output error. In FEL configuration, role division are necessary, FF controller are mainly used to correct modelling error of the plant, while FB controller provides robustness against disturbances.
